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ABSTRACT 



OUTLINE 

•  Today: Phenomenology, simple theory 
background. Mainly raise questions. 

• Next lecture: Answer some of these 
questions for a doped Mott insulator 
(simplest 1-site DMFT description, recent results) 

•  June, 13 (time permitting): some notions 
on thermoelectric properties      



Also implies that its hard to look at data without  
any element of theoretical description in mind,  

So lets start with the simplest one… 



1. Drude description 

Question: what are the charge carriers ? Mass m ? Density n ? 
Scattering time ?  



Ioffe-Regel [1960], Mott [1972] 
When is a Drude description legitimate ? 

 When the mean-free path of the charge carriers 
is larger than the Fermi wavelength ?  

Quasi-2D (layered) geometry: 

c0: c-axis lattice spacing 

3D isotropic geometry: 



IRM (cont’d): 

Quasi 2D: 

3D isotropic:  

IRM criterion – 2D – 1FS sheet  

IRM limit corresponds to sheet resistance =  
Resistance quantum per layer 



2. Some Phenomenology 
a- Ruthenates (remember: 3 FS sheets)  

-  resistivity  
does cross IRM value 

- Nothing dramatic is seen  
in ρ upon crossing IRM  

Tyler,Maeno, McKenzie 
PRB 58 R10107 (1998) 

ab-plane: 



Do `bad metals’  
necessarily fail to  
develop conventional  
quasiparticles at low-T ? 

``Bad metal’’: resistivity 
exceeds IRM value  
at hi-T with no sign  
of saturation   



Low-T state of ruthenates: a Fermi liquid 

~ T2 up to about TFL ~ 20K 

KEY OBSERVATION: 
 still ρ << ρM at T ~ TFL 
Hence large regime of T  
with non-T2 (non FL) transport  
but still `good’ metal  



Tyler, Maeno and McKenzie PRB 1998: 



Interesting action in c-axis: 
maximum roughly where in-plane  kF.l  ~ 2π 



Many strongly correlated  
materials are  
`bad metals’ at hi-T 
Gunnarsson Calandra Han 
RMP2003  



LiV2O4: a ‘super-heavy’ oxide  
- FL at low-T, bad-metal at hi-T 

TFL ~ 2K 
TIRM ~ a few 100 K 



CUPRATES 



X=0.01 

Ando 
Hi-quality 
LSCO 



In contrast, 
resistivity 

saturation often 
observed in 
materials for 

which e-phonon 
scattering 
dominates 
(e.g. A15) 



QUESTIONS : 

•  How low is TFL and why ? 
•  What exactly happens to Landau quasiparticles 

at TFL ? 
•  What are the current carrying entities for 

TFL<T<TIRM  
•  Is a Drude description applicable in this regime, 

despite the absence of Landau QPs ? 
•  Is there any signature of IRM in some physical 

observable (ARPES ? Optics ?) 



Why are these questions timely ? 

•  There is increasing evidence that there are indeed well-
defined QPs in cuprates, in nodal regions 

•  These QPs may even be FL-like at low-enough T, 
certainly in overdoped (Hussey) and perhaps also in 
underdoped (Barisic) 

•  Quantum oscillations ! 
•  Move away from the quest of infra-red stable NFL fixed 

points ! 
•  Understand crossover scales, possibly momentum 

dependent, and physics (e.g. transport, and more) above TFL  



A bit of theory: conductivity from Kubo formula 

Linear response theory: consider a time-dependent perturbation  
V = F(t).B coupling to an operator B.  

Influence of this perturbation on expectation value of some  
observable A:    

Retarded (causal) correlation function:  



Time-dependent vector potential A(t), no scalar potential (choice of gauge).  

Current ? (j: particle current ; electrical current: -e.j)  

`paramagnetic’ current 

`diamagnetic’ current 



Linear response applied to jp 

jd is already first-order in the perturbation A(t): 



Conductivity tensor: 



This expression was established for electrons in the  
continuum, with  

For a tight-binding band in a lattice model, appropriate  
changes have to be made, namely:  

1. Current 

2. Diamagnetic term in σµµ 



`Kubo-bubble’, neglecting vertex (beware !) 

Justified rigorously in single-site DMFT, at q=0:  
Local self-energy, local vertex 
Current matrix element is odd-parity  
[Khurana PRL 64, 1990 (1990)] 
In this context, interpreted as infinite-d limit,  
consistent with all Ward identities and conservation laws. 



Final expression for conductivity, Kubo-bubble : 

Transport function contains information about BARE velocities: 

I hope I got factors of 2, π, e, h etc… right ! 
Dimensions are OK !  



Transport function for quasi-2D free electrons : 

Hence, the IRM limit is naturally expressed in terms of   

Drude, quasi-2D: 


